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ABSTRACT

The concept and features of an Earthquake Alert System (EAS) involving a
distributed network of strong motion sensors is discussed. The EAS analyzes
real-time data telemetered to a central facility and issues an areawide warning of
a large earthquake in advance of the spreading elastic wave energy. A low-cost
solution to high-cost estimates for installation and maintenance of a dedicated
EAS is presented that makes use of existing microseismic stations.

Using the San Francisco Bay area as an example, we show that existing U.S.
Geological Survey microseismic monitoring stations are of sufficient density to
form the elements of a prototype EAS. By installing strong motion instrumen-
tation and a specially developed switching device, strong ground motion can be
telemetered in real-time to the central microseismic station on the existing
communication channels. When a large earthquake occurs, a dedicated real-time
central processing unit at the central microseismic station digitizes and analyzes
the incoming data and issues a warning containing location and magnitude
estimations. A 50-station EAS of this type in the San Francisco Bay area should
cost under $70,000 to install ?nd less than $5,000 annually to maintain.

INTRODUCTION

The apparently random onset of large earth-
quakes in an earthquake-prone area requires that a
constant state of earthquake readiness be maintained
by populations and facilities in that area to assure
minimal damage and loss of life. The balance
between earthquake readiness and the conduct of
normal life may shift more in favor of earthquake
readiness if a few seconds to a few tens of seconds of
warning can be given before strong ground motion
from a large earthquake occurs. This is possible
because elastic wave energy from an earthquake
travels slowly (3-6 km/sec) compared to the speed of
light. Consequently, earthquake sensors nearest the
epicenter of an earthquake will detect it first and can
broadcast that information at the speed of light to the
entire earthquake-prone area in advance of the
spreading elastic wave energy from the earthquake.
A system of this kind, an Earthquake Alert System
(EAS), is the subject of this paper.

The fundamental idea behind an EAS is simple,
and the technology needed to implement it is well
developed. In detail, however, an EAS is complex,
requiring a wide and fairly dense distribution of
seismic stations, real-time communications, a central
warning and processing facility, and real-time
earthquake location and magnitude estimation
algorithms that can predict location and magnitude
with some degree of reliability. Furthermore, the cost
and maintenance of a dedicated EAS can be
substantial ($1 million to $3 million).

This study points out the design characteristics,
capabilities, and technical features of a prototype
low-cost EAS that uses existing microseismic
monitoring stations. A brief review of past efforts in
earthquake alert and shutdown systems is followed
by a discussion of the general features of an EAS.
The details of a low-cost EAS prototype are then
presented followed by a specific application to the
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San Francisco Bay area. Finally, the conclusions of
this study are presented.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

Numerous earthquake protection systems pro-
tect vital facilities at the onset of strong motion.
These can be categorized as either (1) vibration sen-
sors that actuate an electrical or mechanical switch
when a vibration threshold is exceeded, (2) P-wave
detectors that issue an alarm or actuate a switch
when a vibration threshold is exceeded that is
consistent with the typical dominant frequencies of
earthquake P-waves, or (3) fadlitywide vibration
sensors that communicate with a central station. The
central station actuates an electrical or mechanical
switch when a fixed number of vibration sensors
exceed the threshold in a specified time period.

The most widespread and simplest earthquake
protection systems are of the seismic switch type.
Many facilities in earthquake-prone areas use
commercial seismic switches such as the Kinemetrics
TS-3 A, a biaxial accelerometer that closes or opens a
relay when a user-set acceleration threshold is
exceeded. These devices are used to turn off
electrical power to computers, disk drives,
manufacturing machinery, and other electrical
equipment, and to dose gas main valves and water
main valves. The Japanese National Rail ways have
used similar devices since the early 1960s to shut off
electrical power on sections of railway track
experiencing ground motion above a prescribed
threshold described in Nakamura, [1].

The United States and Japan have actively
discussed the use of automatic seismic trigger
shutdown systems for commercial nuclear power
plants since the 1960s. Although there are no
requirements for these systems on any commercial
reactors at present, some studies indicate nuclear
reactor operator performance significantly
deteriorates as strong ground motion increases and,
consequently, complex ordered shutdown
procedures can be executed improperly during a
large earthquake, 12].

Earthquake protection systems that are designed
to activate when the less damaging and faster
P-wave arrives to shut down facilities and issue
alarms in advance of the more damaging S-wave
arrival are commercially available. These devices
restrict the frequency passband of the accelerometer
output to the band typical of earthquake P-waves.

There are many examples of facilitywide
earthquake protection systems. Tyler and Beck, (3),
described an earthquake protection system designed
for an offshore oil platform in New Zealand. The
function of this system was to warn when
accelerations reached half the design limit of the
platform. The system consisted of strong motion
sensors on the platform and at an onshore facility
37 km away connected via a radio link. When
accelerations above a certain threshold were
measured on the platform, an audible alarm was
sounded and a warning light was activated. A
second platform warning light was activated by the
onshore facility when accelerations exceeded the
threshold.

Another example of a facilitywide earthquake
protection system is described by Latypov, [4]. The
EPS-3 system is designed to issue a visual alarm and
switch off devices when certain ground motion
thresholds are exceeded. The central logic unit is
wired to several independent piezoelectric strong
motion sensors and associated processing units
distributed about the "protected" facility. Warning
and switching occurs when ground motion
thresholds are exceeded at two or more separate
sensor locations.

The earthquake protection systems mentioned
above cannot be considered an EAS system because
they all depend on the arrival of elastic wave energy
at the "protected" facility before action is taken. The
key feature of an EAS, that sensor information near
an earthquake epicenter can be transmitted at the
speed of light to give warning in advance of the
spreading elastic wave energy, is not a part of these
systems. Instead, protection is realized by rapid
action as vibration levels are exceeded or action is
taken after recognizing the arrival of the faster but
typically less energetic P-wave.

An example of a simple EAS system is proposed
by Esayan, [5], to shut down Soviet nuclear power-
plants located in areas of high seismic risk. A dis-
tributed network of strong motion seismic stations
arranged symmetrically around a nuclear power-
plant transmits real-time data over a radio link to the
nuclear powerplant. If any strong motion station
measures an acceleration exceeding a specified
threshold, a signal is sent to the powerplant that
automatically shuts down the reactor.

A temporary EAS was deployed by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS), [6], soon after the Loma
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Prieta earthquake to warn California transportation
workers on the severely damaged Cypress overpass
structure of large aftershocks originating near the
epicenter. This system consisted of three
seismometers forming a triangular 3-mile-aperture
array near the Loma Prieta earthquake epicenter.
Data were telemetered in real-time to Menlo Park
where a detector monitored the data from the three
stations. Radio receivers at the Cypress structure
received the warning signal and activated an audio
and visual alarm for the workers. The system
provided II sec of warning before P-wave arrival
and 23 sec of warning before S-wave arrival at the
Cypress structure for a magnitude 4.4 aftershock near
Loma Prieta.

A prototype EAS developed by the Japanese
National Railways, [1], called the Urgent Earthquake
Detection and Alarm System was implemented in
Japan as part of an earthquake disaster prevention
system in 1990. This system uses single three-
component seismic stations with stand-alone station
processing to estimate factors such as origin time,
hypocenter, and magnitude from a particular
earthquake in real-rime.

The most advanced concept of an EAS was
described by Heaton, [7], and consisted of the
following key components:

• A distributed seismic network with strong
motion sensors.
• A central real-time processing center.
• A broadcast information packet, rapidly
updated.
• User-determined response based on the
information packet.

The central processing center receives the real-time
data transmitted from all stations in the EAS. The
center produces estimates of the earthquake location,
size, and reliability based on the evolving ground
motions reported by the stations. These estimates are
broadcast in the form of an information packet and
are rapidly updated as new ground motion
information is reported by the stations. Users
monitor the EAS broadcast band. When EAS
information packets are detected, the user's
processing system automatically executes
preprogrammed decisions based on earthquake size,
location, and reliability estimates and on the user's
facility requirements.

A prototype EAS has been advanced for strike-slip
earthquakes such as those that occur on the San
Andreas Fault, using Parkfield, Calif., as a possible
test site, [8]. The strategy is to densely instrument
particular major fault segments deemed to have the
highest probabilities of rupture. The fault moment
can then be estimated to provide a measure of
earthquake magnitude.

FEATURES OF AN EAS

The EAS concept favored in this study is that
described by Heaton, [7). Some of the features of the
EAS presented here are patterned after Heaton's
original EAS concept.

An EAS requires a network that consists of a
fairly large number of strong motion seismic stations
that are distributed about the earthquake-prone area,
a central real-time processing station, warning and
earthquake parameter estimation algorithms, a
warning broadcast capability, and user receivers that
process the warning signal and perform
predetermined user responses (see Fig. 1). The
number and distribution of sensors in relation to the
major faults and population centers of an
earthquake-prone area will determine the maximum
warning times any given facility can expect from a
particular earthquake scenario. The following
discussion outlines the fundamental components and
aspects of an EAS: seismic stations, communications,
central station and algorithms, warning signal, users
and user processing, and survivability.

SeSMIC STATIONS

Individual seismic stations that form the EAS
network must make the fundamental measurements
that will allow for real-time estimation of earthquake
location, size, and origin time. Earthquake location
and origin time are estimated from the time of first
break of the initial P-wave arrival at each station.
This measurement is most accurate when taken from
the output of a vertically oriented seismometer. An
estimate of the earthquake size is crucial for an
effective EAS. Although there are several potential
real-time magnitude estimation techniques, most rely
on strong motion data from the initial P-wave arrival
and from later phase arrivals. Consequently, real-
time data from strong motion instrumentation must
be provided in addition to sensitive seismometers.
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Figurt 1. The EAS concept Is Illustrated. An areawlde strong motion network telemeters reaMIme data to
a central real-time processor. The processor estimates earthquake parameters and Issues a warning
Information packet containing the estimated parameters. User facilities receive the warning packet and
execute alert or shutdown functions based on their specific preprogrammed response.

COMMUNICATIONS

A dedicated real-time communication system is
probably the most costly component of the EAS. The
communications options that exist include: radio
telemetry (VHF or UHF), telephone lease lines
and/or microwave links, and satellite
communications. Each system has merits and
shortcomings. The communication system of choice
involves a tradeoff among installation cost, existing
infrastructure, maintenance cost, dependability,
and survivability.

CENTRAL STATION AND ALGORITHMS

The centra) EAS station acquires the incoming
real-time strong motion network data for real-time
analysis by the EAS central processing unit (CPU). A
detector algorithm can monitor the level of the strong
motion signals as the data are buffered in memory.
When the threshold level is exceeded, a first-arrival
picking algorithm is repeatedly applied to all data
channels. When at least four seismic stations have
established a first arrival, a location algorithm is
repeatedly applied to the first arrival picks. As the
earthquake evolves and more first arrivals are
picked, the location algorithm estimates will be
increasingly accurate,

Algorithms have been proposed to estimate the
magnitude of peak acceleration, moment estimation,

[8], and P-wave period, 11]. Because significant
uncertainties are associated with each method, [9],
we cannot assume that these magnitude estimation
algorithms will become increasingly accurate in the
early evolution of an earthquake. To the extent
possible, estimation uncertainty could be minimized
by having all magnitude estimation algorithms arrive
at a composite estimation.

EARTHQUAKE WARNING SIGNAL

There are several options for sending the EAS
supplied warning signal to the user. The Public
Information and Notification System (PINS) has
many advantages over other options since
implementation and user costs are low and digital
messages can be relayed, [9]. The warning can be a
simple one-stage alert or a relatively sophisticated
packet of information that contains estimates of
location, origin time, magnitude, and reliability. The
information packet can be rapidly updated as the
earthquake evolves and more information is obtained
by the EAS. Both types of warning signals have their
relative merits and shortcomings. An EAS system
would probably be of greatest overall benefit to users
if it issued both types of warnings: a simple warning
that gives the greatest lead time for users that can
tolerate some false alarms but need maximum lead
time and a sophisticated information packet that
allows the user to weigh the location, magnitude, and
reliability estimates against their particular facility
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Figure 2. The alert Information packet Is broadcast and rapidly updated for user analysis and possible
shutdown and alert functions.

location, site response, and operation before
executing a possibly costly response.

INITIAL ALERT SIGNAL

An initial alert signal can give the greatest lead
time between initial warning and the onset of strong
motion. By applying a minimal warning algorithm at
the central station, which does not attempt location
or magnitude estimation, an alert signal can be
issued shortly after only a few stations have detected
strong motion from an earthquake. A very simple
algorithm could be used which maximizes lead time
by issuing a warning as soon as any EAS station
exceeds a predetermined acceleration threshold.
However, this system would be prone to relatively
frequent false alarms, [3,10]. A reasonable balance
between false alarm rate and increased lead time can
be obtained by using a minimal warning algorithm
that requires two EAS stations to measure ground
accelerations above a predetermined threshold
within a specified time window before the alert
signal is issued. The initial alert signal could be
transmission of a null alert information packet

ALERT INFORMATION PACKET

The earthquake alert information broadcast by
the EAS should be designed to give the end user of
the broadcast a summary of the current state of
knowledge of the evolving earthquake and the most
recent estimates of earthquake parameters such as
location and magnitude. The actual information

packet will be a compromise between maximizing
the amount of information transmitted in the alert
packet and minimizing the transmission time and
time between alert packet updates. The alert packet
design will be strongly dependent on the broadcast
method and upon the central station CPU and
earthquake parameter estimation algorithms.

The alert packet should contain all the salient
parameters that form the input to any users
preprogrammed response algorithm. An example of
a possible alert packet is shown in Figure 2. The alert
packet consists of the following information:

Update time.
Zero time estimate.
Location estimate.
Magnitude estimate.
Maximum acceleration.
Number of stations.

The update time allows the user to identify the
most recent information packet and to determine the
time that has elapsed between the most recent
information packet transmission and real time. The
zero time estimate refers to the time the earthquake
began and is estimated by the earthquake location
algorithm. The location estimate gives the
hypocenter coordinates of the earthquake and is
estimated by the earthquake location algorithm.

Note that location algorithms usually require
that at least four stations have an identified first
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arrival. Consequently, either the first alert packet is
not transmitted until four stations have recorded a
first arrival or the first transmitted alert packet(s) do
not contain zero time and location estimates. The
magnitude estimate can be an estimate of body wave
magnitude, maximum acceleration expected,
earthquake moment, or a combination of these. The
estimates) transmitted in the alert packet depend on
the algorithms implemented, station locations
relative to the earthquake, and the state of evolution
of the earthquake. The maximum acceleration gives
the value of the maximum acceleration seen by any
station up to the time of alert packet transmission. It
provides the user with a direct measurement value as
opposed to an estimate to provide a possible check
on the magnitude estimates. Finally, the number of
stations is the number reporting strong motion above
some relatively low threshold. This provides the
user with some indication of reliability of estimates
such as zero time and location, and it provides a
direct measurement reality check.

USERS AND USER PROCESSING

There are a large number of potential users of an
EAS. With a few seconds to a few tens of seconds
warning, facilities with high energy, high precision,
or high speed machinery can be shut down before
strong ground motion occurs (i.e., powerplants,
power distribution centers, refineries, factories,
computers, and disk drives). Airport operations can
be suspended, hospitals alerted, and trains stopped.
Fire station doors can be opened, emergency
generators turned on, and emergency services
deployed. Finally, audio alarms can alert people and
perhaps provide enough time to move to a safer
location in the immediate area.

The extent and specifics of earthquake alert
information analysis that a particular user may
require before executing alert or shutdown responses
depends on the user application. Potential user
applications, such as opening a fire station door, do
not have a significant cost associated with a false
alarm, so minimal or limited processing may be
desirable to maximize lead time. However, the
shutdown of a nuclear powerplant using the alert
signal would be high in cost. Consequently,
maximum alert information analysis that trades off
the time left to execute a shutdown against the
probability that a shutdown is not necessary may
be desired.

In general, the users preprogrammed response
algorithm can consist of a precalculated estimate of
the ground accelerations expected at their site from
earthquakes in a range of magnitudes and a range of
locations on the major faults. The response algorithm
would decide if and when to execute alert or
shutdown functions based on the location, zero time,
magnitude, and reliability estimate.

SURVIVABILITY

Although a detailed survivability discussion is
beyond the scope of this study, a few comments on
the survivability aspects of an EAS are in order. The
survivability of an EAS as a whole will be driven by
the weakest link of the individual components that
make up the entire system: the seismic stations,
communications, and the central station and warning
broadcast. In general, individual free-field station
survival during strong ground motion should not be
a problem if proper care is taken in the station design
and during station installation. A seismic station run
directly on commercial AC power would be
vulnerable to power interruptions likely during a
large earthquake. Powering the station by battery
and charging the battery with AC power or solar
panels allow the seismic station to be invulnerable to
AC power interruptions. Proper bolting of sensors to
a concrete pier, attachment of voltage controlled
oscillators or digitizers to a rigid structure bolted to
the pier, and shock mounting of batteries and
charging units will help assure proper operation
during strong motion.

The survival of the EAS communications is a
potential weak link. If satellite communications are
used, antenna dish alignment during strong ground
motion is a major concern. If dedicated telephone
lines or radio telemetry communications are used,
the gathering or central switching stations are a
concern. Note that in the near-field of a large
earthquake, strong ground motion is emergent, [11].
This means that there should be some period of time
after the onset of ground motion from a nearby large
earthquake, as accelerations build to damaging
levels, that a vulnerable communications center
continues to function.

The survival of the central EAS and warning
transmission station is also a potential weak link. A
large earthquake that occurs near the EAS central
station could damage or destroy the EAS before any
alert warning is transmitted. Hardening all
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components of the EAS central facility may be
difficult to accomplish in practice. One possible
strategy is to maintain two widely separated EAS
centrals in a master-slave relationship. Using
identical equipment and algorithms, the slave EAS
central station issues the alert warning packets only
when the master EAS central station fails to do so.

FEATURES OF A LOW-COST EAS

A California Division of Mines and Geology
earthquake warning system feasibility study, 19],
estimates the cost of a dedicated 43-station EAS in
southern California at $1.4 million for field stations,
$1.9 million for the central station, and $1.6 million as
the annual operation and maintenance cost. The
actual overall benefit of an EAS is difficult to predict.
Furthermore, large damaging earthquakes, even in
the most seismicatly active areas, are rare events.
Consequently, there is little justification for the large
estimated expenditures when the benefits are
uncertain and the events are rare.

A low<ost prototype EAS, with minimal
operation and maintenance costs, would be a natural
alternative to a costly dedicated system and would
help establish the true benefits of an EAS. Such a
prototype system can be developed by modifying
existing real-time microseismic stations to measure
strong motion. Figure 3 illustrates the EAS concept
as a parallel processing system with the microseismic
processing system.

Individual microseismic stations must be
instrumented with strong motion sensors. These
sensors and station seismometers use the same

established communication channels. A specially
designed switching device, currently being tested,
monitors the output of thfi strong motion instrument.
Under normal conditions, only the seismometer
output is passed by the switching device direc'ly to
the station communications for telemetry to the
central station. When strong motion above a preset
amplitude threshold occurs (generally chosen to be
at a level above saturation of the amplified
seismometer output, and consequently when no
useful data can be obtained from the seismometer),
the switching device passes only the strong motion
sensor output to the station communications for
telemetry to the central station. The switching
device returns to normal operation, passing only the
seismometer output, after a preset time is exceeded
and the strong motion falls below the preset
amplitude threshold- Since existing communication
equipment and links are used for the strong motion
data, the only costs incurred are from the purchase
and installation of strong motion sensors, switching
devices, battenrv and charging units.

The EAS arm*!, co-located at the microseismic
network centra!, consist* of a dedicated real-time
CPU, digitum aU-ti algorithms, and warning com-
munication tur.1 M tK The EAS stations' incoming
data, a subnet o« tt* full microseismic network, are
branched oft it*- muTmcismic central input for digiti-
zation and rr«tl t.mr analysis by the central EAS.
Note that t.v n uv-r«*-iwruc central also receives the
EAS station &»u t r routine archival and analysis.
Consequents *n U\*\ of strong motion events for
playback anJ aru: %-v* » accomplished by the micro-
seismic cvntra! »uu** The data received by the
EAS central *uri. «r tn>m a single station experiencing

Figure 3. The subnet of the microseismic network that has been modified for strong motion is event
processed by the microseismic processor as usual and Is streamed through the EAS central processor
for real-time estimation of earthquake parameters and warning broadcasting.
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Figure 4. Plot showing the mean P-wave travel time to the nearest two stations of a uniformly distributed
network of stations along the major faults as a function of the number of network stations

strong motion from a nearby earthquake should have
a first arrival followed by a rapid buildup in
amplitude to seismometer /amplifier saturation. This
would be followed by a 1- to 2-millisecond data gap
during switchover then strong motion sensor data.
This is a convenient data stream for the EAS
algorithms since the seismometer data are best for
first arrival picking for input to the location
algorithm and the strong motion waveform data are
required for magnitude estimations.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA PROTOTYPE EAS
NETWORK

Critical to an effective EAS is arrangement of
sensors so that some will always be near any
expected major earthquake epicenter. Assuming
that major earthquakes with a random distribution of
epicenters occur only on known major faults and
neglecting hypocentral depths, Heaton, [7], showed
that, for a uniform distribution of n sensors along
known major faults of total length L, the mean travel
time for P-waves from epicenters on the fault to the
closest station is:

a v 4nv

where v is the P-wave velocity. By assuming a fixed
hypocenter depth of h for all major earthquakes, the

average travel time to the nearest station becomes:

'IV'

If we also assume that a minimal warning algorithm
that issues an initial alert signal (i.e., a warning signal
without any specific location and magnitude
estimation) will require strong motion at at least two
stations, then the average time before P-wave arrival
at the nearest two stations becomes:

Tav = *\/1 f=-

Since the San Francisco Bay area has known
major faults that are active, we can apply the above
equation by assuming that three major faults are of
primary concern: the San Andreas, Hayward, and
Calaveras Faults and that the total fault lengths
instrumented are 800 km. Assuming a P-wave
velocity of 6 km/sec and a hypocenter depth of
10 km, [12], the mean travel time to the nearest two
stations is calculated as a function of the number of
seismic stations along the total faults' length.
Figure 4 shows the results. There is little
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Figure 5. Map showing the location and identifiers of the USGS microselsmic network in the San
Francisco Bay area. Major fault traces are also shown.

improvement in using over 50 stations. The mean
P-wave travel time using 50 stations is about 3 sec. If
we neglect the small delays introduced by station
radio telemetiy or phone line transmission, assume
the minimal warning algorithm requires 0.5 sec to
issue a warning broadcast, and assume that
Vp/Vs = 1.67, [13], then the damaging S-wave will
only have reached an area of 8 km in radius from the
epicenter before the initial alert signal is received.

The above analysis ignores the fact that the major
bay area faults strike nearly parallel and therefore
stations on one fault are near another fault. Also, for
an EAS to be effective, it must broadcast a real-time
estimate of earthquake location, magnitude, and
reliability. A location estimate requires a minimum
of four reporting stations. Note that the known

major faults and the shallow earthquake epicenters in
the San Francisco Bay area make it more conducive to
an E AS than Japan, where major earthquakes occur
on a myriad of faults that do not have surface
expression and at relatively deep focus, I10J. A
simple analysis for the San Francisco Bay area that
assumes a uniform areawide distribution of sensors
(as would be required if specific faults could not be
identified) would require 10 times as many stations
for the same warning times as calculated earlier
using 50 stations. Deep hypocenters further diminish
the warning times an E AS could possibly produce.

The USGS C ALNET stations in the bay area are
shown along with the major fault traces in Figure 5.
Clearly, a subset of 50 stations that are located on or
near the major faults with an approximately uniform
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spacing can be selected. Since a large fraction of the
USGS stations consists of a single vertical component
seismometer, only a single component strong motion
instrument can be used on the existing
communication channel The strong motion
instrument should also be a vertical component. This
is because, although peak accelerations are usually
larger on horizontal components, during the early
evolution of the earthquake in the strong motion
near-field regime, the vertical component
accelerations are similar to and often larger than the
horizontal components, [11,14].

Conclusions

A low-cost prototype EAS helps (1) determine
the operational practicality of such a system, (2)
establish the potential benefit a wide variety of users
can derive from an EAS, and (3) provide the testbed
for development and refinement of the GAS concept.
Cost estimates for installing a dedicated EAS,
consisting of 43 stations in southern California, are
$33 million with $1.6 million annual operation and
maintenance costs. A 50-station prototype EAS in the
San Francisco Bay area, consisting of existing real-
time microseismic stations modified for strong
motion, should cost less than $70,000. Annual
operation and maintenance costs, when tied to the
routine microseismic station maintenance schedule,
should be under $5,000. Furthermore, the stations
upgraded to measure strong motion would be useful
in fundamental strong motion seismology
investigations.

A prototype EAS initial warning signal can be
tested at a few facilities that can tolerate some false
alarms associated with system development and the
simplicity of the alert algorithm. An example of such
a facility is a fire station that uses the initial alert
signal to open fire station doors. The full alert
warning packet can be used at a few key test facilities
to help in developing the user preprogrammed
response algorithms.

Estimates from an EAS of parameters such as
earthquake zero time and location will, in general, be
increasingly accurate as the earthquake evolves and
more stations are used in the location algorithm.
Immediate and reasonably accurate location
estimates would be very useful to emergency service
organizations in deployment operations. Such real-
time estimates of earthquake location and the
potential benefit to emergency services after a major

earthquake must be considered in the cost-benefit
analysis in EAS implementation decisions.

Current magnitude estimation techniques from
an HAS must be considered as crude and will
probably vary considerably as the earthquake
evolves and may not become increasingly accurate.
Magnitude estimation methods need the data from a
prototype EAS to help develop more accurate
algorithms.
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